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Hyggelig is a unisex sock pattern featuring cables. It is knit cuff down with a slipped stitch heel
flap and gusset decreases at the bottom of the foot. Hyggelig is the Norwegian and Danish word to
describe everything that is cozy, nice and comfortable.

Yarn: About 90-110 grams of fingering weight sock yarn
Yarn used in sample is Wol met Verve Basis Sok 4-draads (75% wool 25% nylon, 459 yards or 420
meters per 100 grams) in Beige
Gauge: 8 stitches and 11 rows is 1 inch or 2.5 cm in stockinette stitch
Needles: 2.25 mm (US 1) or size needed to obtain gauge in stockinette stitch
Materials needed: Needles for working small circumferences in the round, a cable needle if you
use one for cabling, at least 3 stitch markers, and a tapestry needle
Techniques used: Cables, textured stitches, gusset decreases at the bottom of the foot, kitchener
stitch
Size: Small (64 stitches), Medium (72 stitches) and Large (80 stitches) to fit a leg circumference
of about 8 (9, 10) inches or 20 (22.5, 25) cm
Note about sizing: it is recommended to knit a size with slightly more stitches than you would
usually knit because the cables tend to pull a bit

Please read before you start:

• When more than one number is given, the first ap-
plies to size Small, the second to Medium, and the
third one to Large

• For a tutorial on how to do the German twisted cast
on, check http://artemiswolf.blogspot.be/2014/07/
photo-tutorial-twisted-german-old.html

Abbreviations:
K Knit
P Purl
Sl Slip stitch (as if to purl)
Wyib With yarn in back of work
K2tog Knit 2 stitches together
SSK Slip slip knit
BOR Beginning of round
1/2RC Sl1 to CN at back, k2, k1 from CN
2/1LC Sl2 to CN at front, k1, k2 from CN
1/2RPC Sl1 to CN at back, k2, p1 from CN
2/1LPC Sl2 to CN at front, p1, k2 from CN
2/2RC Sl2 to CN at back, k2, k2 from CN
2/2LC Sl2 to CN at front, k2, k2 from CN

I. CUFF

Using the German twisted cast on, cast on 64 (72, 80)
stitches and join for working in the round. Place BOR
marker.
*P1, k2, p4, k2, p2, k1 (3, 2), p1, k0 (0, 2), p1 (1, 2),
[k2, p2] x 4, k1 (3, 2), p1, k0 (0, 2), p0 (0, 1)* and repeat
once more. Work this row 13 more times.

II. LEG

Start working the leg as follows: *work 10 stitches of
chart A, p1, k1 (3, 2), p1, k0 (0, 2), p0 (0, 1), work 16
stitches of chart B, p1, k1 (3, 2), p1, k0 (0, 2), p0 (0, 1)*
and repeat once more.
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